The differences of T2RS expression as a sensitivity marker of bitter taste on consumed coffee
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ABSTRACT

In the body's protective system against poisonous chemicals, which serves as the primary source of warning signals, bitter taste perception plays a role. (Type II Receptor) induced bitter taste T2Rs (in humans) / t2rs (in animals) mainly expressed on the tongue in taste buds. Circumvallate, foliate, and palatal papillae are found in these receptors. Arabica Civet Coffee is one of the coffees that originated in Java, Indonesia, and is renowned for the civet digestive system (Paradoxurus hermaphroditus) process. The goal of this research was to establish the differences in the expressions of t2rs as an indicator of bitter taste sensitivity in coffee-given animal studies. 14 rats separated into two parts were included in this experimental study (seven rats per group). Pellets and aquaedest without coffee intake were administered to the control group; pellets, aquaedest and coffee intake were administered to the treatment group with a normal coffee dosage of 223 mg / ml / day for 30 days. On day 31, the rats were sacrificed and the data examined by the Mann-Whitney Test. Result of this study showed significant different of t2rs expression in the treatment group (1.49 ± 0.08) than (0.03 ± 0.08) in the control group (p<0.05). It can be inferred on the basis of the findings of this analysis that there were higher expressions of t2rs in rats consuming coffee.
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INTRODUCTION

Bitter taste is one of five flavors, sweet, salty, sour and umami; taste that was discovered by researchers from Japan.1 Bitter taste perception has a role in the body’s defence mechanism against toxic substances which acts as the main sender of warning signals.2 Bitter taste has a character in guiding organisms to avoid poisonous and harmful substances, especially from humans and animals.3 Bitter taste is usually found in coffee, carbonated drinks and dietary supplements.4 There are various kinds of active chemicals that have bitter taste and result in unpleasant taste in some people, especially in children. Some drugs are made in form of pills or tablets to avoid the unpleasant bitter taste.5 Type II Receptor of T2R (in humans) / t2r (in animals) is a receptor responsible for bitter taste, which is mostly expressed on type II taste receptor cells in taste buds on the tongue.6 The level of sensitivity to a basic sense depends on appetite, body health, and maintaining the balance of energy.7 In general, individual has higher level of sensitivity towards bitter taste compared to sweet taste, especially in young children.8 When bitter molecules enter the mouth, the digestive tract can receive signals to work on the molecule. Receptors in the digestive tract will stimulate the production of enzymes that break down food molecules and guard the movements of the digestive tract. This suggests that, by having a high sensitivity of bitter taste can help the digestive tract to work by producing enzymes that help in digestions. Stimulation of bitter taste receptors can facilitate digestion by affecting the flow of blood and smooth muscles of the digestive tract.9 Coffee is a beverage that has various health benefits because it has various components of phenols such as phenolic acid and chlorogenic acid which are found in coffee beans. Coffee intake provides a neuroprotective effect that can prevent diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease.10 Arabica Civet Coffee is one of the coffees originating from the Indonesian Islands of Java, Sumatra and Sulawesi and is famous for a process that involves the digestive system of civet (Paradoxurus hermaphroditus).11

This study aims to determine the differences in expression of t2rs as a marker of sensitivity to bitter taste in experimental animals given coffee. Foliate papillae are abundantly found on the tongue compared to the circumvallate papillae. T2rs expressions were highly concentrated in the circumvallate papillae, therefore the right slicing technique was needed in order to examine t2rs expression in rat’s tongue.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and ethical clearance

Samples were divided into 2 groups: Group K and Group P. The control group (K) was given pellets and aquaedest without coffee intake. The treatment group (P) was given pellets, aquaedest and coffee intake with a standard dose of 223 mg / ml / day for 30 days and sacrificed on day 31. This research was purely experimental using experimental animals conducted at the Experimental Animal Laboratory - Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Universitas Airlangga. This study was approved with ethical permission from the Health Ethics Permit Research Committee, Faculty of Dentistry, Universitas Airlangga (Number: 080/HREC.FODM/VII/2018). The total number of samples was 14 Wistar (Rattus norvegicus) rats, 12 months old.

Preparation of coffee powder

The coffee powder used is coffee powder from pure Arabica Luwak coffee beans that have been dried and smoothed (grinding) in the form of packaging. Coffee powder with a dose of 1.561 mg dissolved in hot water
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around 80°C - 85°C as much as 7 ml and stirred then cooled and distributed into 7 doses of coffee drinks each with a volume of 1 ml containing 223 mg of coffee powder.

Hematoxylin Eosin (HE) staining
On the day 31, rats were given anesthesia Ketamine HCl (KTM-100) at a dose of 2 mg/kg (1 mg/lb) of IV weight (intravenously). After that the rat’s tongue was taken (posterior tongue; foliate papillae) for making paraffin preparation blocks, deparaffinization process, and preparations made for staining Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE). Staining of HE on rat’s tongue tissue aims to determine the location of the foliate papillae.12

Immunohistochemistry analysis (IHC)
Immunohistochemistry staining (IHC) in the tongue tissue of rat containing foliate papillae with TAS2R antibodies. Histology examination and t2rs expression calculation using a light microscope with 400 times magnification at 5 times the field of view.13

Statistical analysis
The data obtained were analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 17) software. Normality test was done using Shapiro-Wilk’s Test, and homogeneity of samples used Levene’s Test. The Mann-Whitney Test was used to analyze significant differences.

RESULTS
Immunohistochemical staining of t2rs expression in papillae foliata rats
The staining on HIC in foliate papillae of coffee-free rat obtained an immunoreactive (-) result indicating no expression of t2rs in rat taste and IHC staining of foliate papillae in rat fed coffee obtained an immunoreactive (+) result indicates t2rs expression on the taste buds of rat (Figure 1).

The highest expression of t2rs show in the treatment group (1.49 ± 0.08), and (0.03 ± 0.08) in the control group. This result indicates that the expression level of t2rs increased with the treatment group. The normality test in all study sample groups using Shapiro-Wilk’s Test. The control group was not normally distributed (p<0.05), then the next test used a non-parametric test. The treatment group showed a normal distribution (p>0.05). The homogeneity test using Levene’s Test obtained a significance value of 0.008 (p<0.05), which means that all t2rs expression data in this study are not homogeneous.

The differences of t2rs expression between rats coffee induced group and without coffee
The different test used is the Mann-Whitney Test. It is said to be significantly different if the value of p<0.05. The results of Mann-Whitney Test obtained a significance level 0.005 (p<0.05) which showed that there were significant differences between the control and treatment groups (Table 1).

Table 1: The differences of T2Rs expression between rats coffee induced group and without coffee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>T2Rs Expression</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (K)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.005 (p&lt;0.05)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to determine the differences in expression of t2rs as a marker of sensitivity to bitter taste in rats consuming coffee. The subject of this study used Wistar (Rattusnorvegicus) rats with male sex and around 12 months old. Wistar rats were chosen as the subject of this study because in rats there were more (18%) ß-gustducin which was an important mediator for bitter and sweet taste transduction compared to mice (14.6%) and rats had more (64,200µm²) average taste volume (average volume of taste bud) compared to mice (42,000µm²).14,15 Rats were given adaptation for one week before treatment with the aim of maintaining the body’s condition to remain constant in different environmental conditions.16

In this study, the selected papillae were foliate papillae. This was because the bitter taste receptors (t2rs) were found in the foliate papillae.17 In this study Arabica Civet Coffee was chosen as a bitter taste molecule because Arabica Civet Coffee had better quality compared to robusta coffee,18 although the caffeine content in Arabica Civet Coffee beans was lower than (0.94-1.59%) robusta coffee (2.2% -2.8%).13,19
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The sample of 14 rats were divided into 2 groups, namely the control group (Group I) given standard food in the form of pellets without the intake of Arabica Luwak coffee and treatment groups (Group II) who were given standard food in the form of pellets and given Arabica luwak coffee with a dose of 223 mg / ml / day. This aimed to prove the difference in expression of t2rs on the tongue of rats that consume coffee. In this study, rats were given a standard dose of coffee intake of 223 mg / ml per day.13 Safe daily coffee intake of rats was estimated at around 100 mg / kg body weight to 367 mg / kg.20 It was clear that coffee dosing (223 mg / ml / day) in this study not exceeding 367 mg / kg. If rats were given at a higher dose level for 30 days, there would be a histopathological picture of erosive chronic gastritis.21

The time for coffee intake in rat was around 9:20 in the morning until 11:30 in the morning. This was because at that time the cortisol in the body was low.22 Rats are nocturnal animals; animals that are active at night, not during the day. This is related to cortisol levels in rats that are low at noon than at night.22 If rats are given caffeine intake when the cortisol levels are high, blood pressure will increase and can cause cardiovascular disorders.22

This study used a standard coffee dose with the aim to determine the expression of bitter (t2rs) taste receptors on the tongue of rats that consume coffee, and this study was different from previous studies which discussed more about gastric histopathological images of rats given coffee with various levels of coffee doses.13 Based on the results of the study, there was an expression of t2rs in the foliate papillae of rats that consumed coffee. This proves that bitter (t2rs) taste receptors are expressed in the rat taste bud, namely in the circumvallate papillae and foliate papillae.13 Cell receptor (Type II) is a sensory cells that are responsible for sweet, bitter, and umami which transduced by G protein coupled receptor.24 The mechanism of bitter taste begins with the presence of tastant; the coffee molecule binds to the bitter taste receptor on the apical cell type II taste cell and activates protein G and phospholipase C-β2 (PLC-β2). Then, it produces the formation of InsP3 (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3 binds to the InsP3 type 3 receptor (IP3R3), triggering the release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Increased cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration activates transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily M member 5 (TRPM5), which depolarizes the membrane, triggering the potential for action of Na+ which activates the calcium homeostasis modulator (CALHM) channel to release ATP. ATP binds to P2X2/3 receptors on afferent nerves to transmit primary gustatory cortex and the perception of bitter taste is produced.25

The results of this study have answered the objectives and problems of this study, that there is an expression of t2rs in rats that consume coffee compared to rats that do not consume coffee.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that consume coffee could increase the expression of t2rs in foliate papillae rats compared to rats that did not consume coffee.
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